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About us
Dr Aman Arora is a GP who is now 100% committed to transforming medical
education, helping doctors across the globe to ace their exams and enhance their
careers. He is proud to hold FRCGP (Fellow of Royal College of General
Practitioners). Previous roles include:
GP Training Programme

GP Recruitment Examiner
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NHS GP Appraiser
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improving the opportunities and working conditions for junior doctors. Previous roles
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BMA General Practitioners
Committee elected
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BMA Sessional GP
Committee elected
representative

BMA National Deputy Policy lead
for working at scale
HEE GP Ambassador
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Arora Medical Education was created to help GP trainees maximise their GP training years
and pass their MRCGP exams. We also aim to set up for your first years of independnt
General Practice through our focused Post CCT Online Course
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How to Join the Performers List

01

Finally, you can see the light at the end of the tunnel. Soon you will no longer be a trainee and will
become an Independent General Practitioner. You’ve finished your portfolio requirements, passed your
exams but what next?
Well, just before you can work as a fully qualified GP there is one last hurdle to overcome – joining the
Performers List.
For a comprehensive overview of all you need to know before starting work as an independent GP,
subscribe to our popular Post CCT Max Online Course.
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What is the Performers List?
Any GP offering primary care services in the NHS needs to be on the
Performers List.
The list is an added reassurance for the public. It ensures a GP’s training is up to date, that they have
appropriate English skills and have passed other tests eg DBS (disclosure barring service).

What documents do you need to apply and how does it differ between
England, Wales, Scotland and Northern Ireland?
Before joining England’s Performers List you need to ensure you have the following documents ready:
CV
Photo ID eg passport/driver
license

Medical Exam Flash
Cards

Enhanced DBS certificate or
DBS application number **
Professional Indemnity or
insurance certificate of
membership **
CPR certificate
Adult & Child safeguarding and
graduation professional
certificates (must state level
and date included)
CCT certificate
Occupational Health Clearance certificate (Fitness to practice and exposure prone
procedure clearance)
A copy of your most recent appraisal/outcome statement – only if you have had an
appraisal
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** You can start your application without your DBS and Professional
indemnity certificates and upload them at a later date, but NHS England will
not consider the application without these documents.
If you are applying for the Wales Medical Performers List you need to apply at least 12 weeks in
advance and do not necessarily have to show all of the forms above.
For Scotland there is a standardised form that you complete for the Health board where you intend to
complete the majority of your work. By standardising the process this enables GPs to work across
different Health boards.

DBS – key points to consider
Enhanced DBS applications can take up to 8 weeks to be processed. If you are planning to start work
as soon as you finish, it is important to apply early to ensure you can submit your Performers list
application in time with the DBS certificate. Please note you need to register for the online update
service within 28 days of receiving your enhanced DBS certificate. If you are not registered with the
online service your certificate will become invalid and your application to the Performers list cannot be
approved.

Referees
You need to provide contact details for two referees who are happy to provide clinical references
relating to your 2 recent or current posts. To prevent any delays to your application it is worth making
them aware they may be contacted in the near future.

England Performer list application process
Once you have filled out the necessary details and uploaded your documents you can submit your
application.
You will be provided with a unique PL reference number which will also be emailed to you.
PCSE will then perform the necessary pre-admission checks and will ask you to choose a site for a
face-to-face meeting through an email. At this meeting they will perform an identity check and verify
your relevant documents.
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After the application, what happens next?
Once PCSE have completed all the necessary checks, they will send your
application to the local NHS England office, who will then make the final decision about your
application.
You will be notified via email once they have arrived at a decision – you can then login to your PCSE
online account to view the decision.
If you have been accepted onto the Performers list you will be able to download your inclusion letter
immediately.

GP Training CCT Max
Online Course

Keeping your Performers List up to date
You will be required to keep your details up to date
and can make changes by logging onto your PCSE
online. Instances where you may need to change your
details are:
Change of name or contact details
Change of employer
Change of local NHS England office
Withdrawal from the National Performers List
All the best with your applications and congratulations
for completing your training!

All the best with your applications and congratulations for completing your training!
For a comprehensive overview of all you need to know before starting work as an independent GP,
subscribe to our popular Post CCT Max Online Course.
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How to Create a Powerful CV

02

When was the last time you looked at your CV or even updated it? For me I had not touched my CV
since my last summer job in the second year of Medical school.
Post CCT is a period where many doctors start trying to dig out old CVs or even write their first ever
one. For me, my CV was certainly out of date and I wasn’t quite sure how to start writing a CV targeted
to GP job applications. I found it hard to find any reference material and so relied on the help of some
of my senior colleagues to guide me.
For a comprehensive review of all you need to know before you start work as an independent GP,
subscribe to our popular Post CCT Max Online Course.
Below I will share the key aspects of a CV and how to present it in a manner that empowers you to get
the job you apply for.
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What is a CV?
CV is a shortened form for ‘Curriculum Vitae’ which means ‘the course of
one’s life’. Your CV should therefore reflect your life experiences and
qualifications. Many jobs ask for a CV during the application process to get a snapshot of who you are
and how suitable you may be for the job – and as with so any things, first impression both counts and
lasts.

themself). Personally visiting these clinics helped
me understand the way in which clinics interact
with primary care, and I’m so glad I had the

Things to include

chance.

It is important to keep things simple and in a logical manner. Think of what you would like to know as
Remember you are there to learn and build up
an employer? I find it easier to split my CV into the following headings:
your competency, but so are many others as well.
Making sure you make the most of the available
opportunities means planning your needs early on
– not once you get thrown into the business of the
Publications
rotation.

Basic details
Career statement

Hobbies/interests

Qualifications

References

Work experience

Basic details
I always ensure my name is at the top of the CV alongside my contact details, indemnity provider and
GMC number. By keeping these details at the top of the page it is clear who the CV belongs to and
makes it easier for the employer to contact me if they like what they see.

What is a career statement?
A career statement allows you to provide a snapshot of your career goals and future ambitions. This
section can enable you to a) stand out from the crowd, as well as b) show tailoring to the job
application in question.
For example, you may have applied to a ‘Salaried GP role with a view to partnership’ – so in your career
statement you may wish to include that one of your career ambitions is to become a GP partner later
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on in your career (of course only if this is true)!
It’s best to keep this section short and to the point as most employers don’t
have time to read through everyone’s whole CV – this can catch attention quickly.

Which qualifications do I include?themself). Personally visiting these clinics helped
me understand the way in which clinics interact
It is important to try and keep your CV relevant and up to date. Think about which qualifications are
with primary care, and I’m so glad I had the
relevant to the job you are applying to. When applying for jobs as a newly qualified GP it is not
chance.
necessary to include your GCSE or A-level qualifications, however any extra qualifications you attained
at medical school or beyond may be useful.

Remember you are there to learn and build up

your competency, but so are many others as well.
For example you may have participated in teaching in wards, or as a junior doctor became an ALS tutor
Making sure you make the most of the available
– these both may help with a job application for a role in a training practice. Maybe during training you
opportunities means planning your needs early on
attended a leadership course or even completed a Diploma – if you’re applying into a Super-partnership
– not once you get thrown into the business of the
and this side of General Practice interests you, include it.
rotation.

GP Training CCT Max
Online Course

Work experience
It is helpful to include your training placements in
this section – this allows the practice to see the
various specialities you have experience in.
I tend to list my hospital training placements and
then give slightly more details about my GP
placements – detailing the duties I undertook eg
telephone triage, if I was involved in teaching, key
responsibilities that I had and which software
(Emis/Docman/EPS etc) I became familiar with.
If you have taken a career gap, try to explain why
there is a gap eg 2013-2014 maternity break etc.

Publications
You may not have any publications, and this is fine. Maybe however you were involved in an
interesting quality improvement exercise or an audit that impacted the practice you were at. Once
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again only include those that may be of interest to the practice or
organisation that you are applying to.
If you still feel there may be nothing to add to this section, feel free to omit
it from your CV.
themself). Personally visiting these clinics helped

Why should I include my hobbies/interests?
me understand the way in which clinics interact

with primary care, and I’m so glad I had the
You don’t have to provide your interests and hobbies but by doing so it can help you stand out from the
chance.
crowd. It may also be a great talking point in an interview to help break the ice.
Remember you are there to learn and build up
Often hobbies can demonstrate skills and attributes that professional roles can’t – or at least enhance
your competency, but so are many others as well.
them. Teamwork, resilience and time management spring to mind to name a few.
Making sure you make the most of the available
opportunities means planning your needs early on
– not once you get thrown into the business of the
rotation.

Stay in touch with your Referees
References are a vital part of your CV. It is therefore important you choose the right referees based on
your application. Over the years of training there are probably various supervisors that you can
approach to become your referees but in most instances it is good practice to include your most
recent supervisors – a potential employer will be looking for up to date references and may wonder
if your last employer has not provided one.
To ensure your references are returned in a timely manner make it a point to inform your referees that
you are applying for a job and make them aware that they may be contacted for a reference. This
helps prepare your referee and can allow them to highlight your positive attributes in their reference
related to the job.

Present your CV well
Whilst many of us get fixated with the details of a CV, we often forget about the value of presenting
our CV in a professional manner. Simple steps such as ensuring the CV is typed, in a standard sans
serif font and presented in a simple layout can enhance your CV’s presentation. It emphasises your
professionalism and lets your employer know you care about the information you are passing on.
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Often doctors present a CV that is not well spaced, or even hard to read or
find information because little thought has been given towards presentation.
Again it comes down to providing a strong first impression.
Ensure your CV is spell checked, ask a friend to proofread it and maybe ask your supervisor to look at
it and provide any further advice – they’ve probably read a fair few CVs themselves!
themself). Personally visiting these clinics helped
me understand the way in which clinics interact

Final thoughts

with primary care, and I’m so glad I had the

chance.
A CV that highlights your best attributes is a bonus in any application process. Take time each year to
update it and review it – maybe the start of every
tax year isyou
theare
timethere
you decide
on.and build up
Remember
to learn
your competency, but so are many others as well.
By doing so you will find your CV is always upMaking
to date and
a less
burdensome
process.
Each year we
sureisyou
make
the most
of the available
learn new skills and become more experienced
so ensure your
CV is the
best reflection
of your
career
opportunities
means
planning
your needs
early
on
journey.

– not once you get thrown into the business of the

rotation.
We cover CVs in more detail, as well as looking at the next few steps in the application process such
as covering letter and interview, in our half day Post CCT Max Online Course – watch the sample to
see how it can increase your chances of securing a job.
Good luck as always!
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Locum GP: 10 things I wish I’d
known when I started

03

When I (Dr Pooja Arora) completed GP training I spent my initial years as a Locum GP with the aim of
getting a feel of local practices. Overall I thoroughly enjoyed the flexibility and networking
opportunities Locum GP work offered me, especially with a 6 month old baby at home. Over the years I
developed my own systems and methods to make my life simple and enjoyable. In this blog I will
share with you 10 things about working as Locum GP I wish someone had told me when I first started.
For a comprehensive review of all you need to know as a new and independent GP, subscribe to our
popular Post CCT Max Online Course.

1) Get organised
Locum General Practice requires a lot of organisation. This came as a bit of a shock to me, as
naturally I’m not a very organised person! For example as a Locum GP you have to:
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send out a set of documents every time you start working in a
new place
keep track of the shifts you booked
send out invoices for your shifts (noting how many hours of work you have done and how
Personally
visiting
clinics helped
many visits you have completed at themself).
each practice
if you don’t
have athese
daily rate)
me understand the way in which clinics interact
with
primary
andtoI’m
so glad I had the
ensure invoices are paid on time and
if not
send a care,
reminder
practices
chance.
stay on top of pension forms and submit these on time if you choose to contribute to the
Remember you are there to learn and build up

NHS pension

your competency, but so are many others as well.
sure
youwork
make
of the available
This can all get quite messy and complicated,Making
especially
if you
fullthe
timemost
in a number
of different
practices and you don’t stay on top of things. opportunities means planning your needs early on
– not once you get thrown into the business of the
Make sure you develop your own system thatrotation.
you can rely on to work for you.

2) Ask for your own login details
When I first started working, quite a few surgeries asked me to sign in using generic login details – for
example ‘Dr Locum’. Whilst this was practical and time saving for the practice, in reality this could lead
to huge governance issues. Imagine signing in as ‘Dr Locum’, alongside numerous other locum
colleagues, and 3 years down the line a complaint comes in. How will you a) be able to ascertain if you
made that consultation entry saved as ‘Dr Locum’ and b) be confident that no-one else has altered the
notes at some point?
Please always ask for your own login details – not only is it good governance but it also protects you!

3) Confirm your shifts in writing
Fortunately all practices I’ve worked with have never let me down with respect to locum work.
However I have known friends and colleagues who have confirmed shifts over the phone and turned
up only to be told ‘Oh sorry we don’t need you to work today anymore’ or ‘we didn’t know we booked
you in for today’. By confirming your shift in writing there is no room for confusion in regard to shifts
booked, types of appointments agreed, number of appointments or rates paid.
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Unfortunately as with all important things, without it being confirmed in
writing things are open to interpretation – potentially resulting in you
missing out on work and pay.

4) Set your own terms and conditions
themself). Personally visiting these clinics helped
Have you ever thought about what would happen
you are too unwell
to in
dowhich
a shift or
if a practice
me if
understand
the way
clinics
interact
does not pay you on time? Setting your termswith
and conditions
makes
it easier
bothI had
sidesthe
to
primary care,
and
I’m sofor
glad
understand the commitments agreed, as wellchance.
as the consequences for not carrying out those
commitments. Although it may seem odd to charge an interest rate for late payments or offer to work
a shift free of charge if you are unable to complete
a shift, ityou
canare
make
things
less stressful
if up
Remember
there
to learn
and build
unexpected things happen. The BMA have come
upcompetency,
with a draft setbut
of terms
conditions,
you
your
so areofmany
otherswhich
as well.
may find useful to refer to.

Making sure you make the most of the available

opportunities means planning your needs early on
Please create your terms and conditions before
doing
shifts,
theminto
agreed
writing byof the
– not
once
youand
gethave
thrown
theinbusiness
Practices in advance. Our Post CCT Max Online
Course covers everything you need to cover in your
rotation.
terms and conditions.

5) Limited Company vs sole trader?
You may often hear suggestions to work as a
Limited Company as it is ‘may be more tax
efficient’. However, this does not hold true for

Medical Exam Flash
Cards

everyone and in my case after receiving
financial advice from my accountant I decided
that it was not for me.
Also Limited Company set up may come with
other disadvantages as well, for example not
being able to contribute locum earnings towards
your NHS pension.
Before making this decision for yourself it is
important to get financial advice from an
accountant familiar with your circumstances,
who can advise you appropriately.
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6) Don’t get caught out by your tax bill!
Working as a Locum GP means you will now be self-employed. Unlike in your
training years where you receive an income with your tax already deducted for
you, you now have to pay your own tax bills separately. I would suggest putting a set amount aside
from each shift to ensure you have enough funds to pay your tax when it is due. This reduces
unnecessary stress, as you often have to pay themself).
tax in advance
based onvisiting
your previous
Personally
these year’s
clinicsincome,
helped
which can potentially result in a large initial bill
– something
thatthe
I know
colleagues
were
me
understand
wayseveral
in which
clinics interact
caught out by.

with primary care, and I’m so glad I had the

chance.
As always if this is something that you’re not sure about seek appropriate professional financial
advice.

Remember you are there to learn and build up
your competency, but so are many others as well.
Making sure you make the most of the available

7) Stay polite and stay in touch

opportunities means planning your needs early on

– not once you get thrown into the business of the
The GP world can be a very small world – important
to bear this in mind when working in multiple
rotation.
practices. Nobody likes a Locum GP who speaks ill of other practices in front of colleagues and I
assure you word will eventually get back to the practice. If you remain courteous, polite and
professional not only does this increase your chances of being called back but it can also help with
your multi-source feedback forms for your appraisal. If you don’t like a practice, then don’t work there
again – it’s great to have that choice.
I found working as a Locum GP a great way to network – often before or after surgery I would spend a
little time thanking reception staff, and if a GP partner was free, to introduce myself. This led me to
getting to know staff members and indirectly feeling part of teams when I came back to do regular
locums.
It is so easy to go in, do your shift and leave – sometimes putting in a little extra effort can make a
huge amount of difference.

8) Try to have a folder of useful resources
During training you become familiar with the various leaflets available to hand out to patients, but this
is not always the case when you work as a Locum. I found it useful having a dropbox folder with useful
links, patient leaflets eg back pain exercises, that I could download or refer to in the middle of a
consultation to enhance the care I provided. This saved time trying to find a MIMS book (for the
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HRT/Contraception tables) or looking for any leaflets the practice may have
in stock. After clinic I would also always ask the practice if there are any
leaflets I could use in the future and how to access them.

9) Keep your medical bag well stocked
themself). Personally visiting these clinics helped
During your time as a Locum GP you may findme
when
you turn upthe
for away
shiftinthat
the room
is interact
empty,
understand
which
clinics
meaning you start the shift with a rapid equipment
hunt. Thiscare,
may and
be because
room
isn’t
often
with primary
I’m so the
glad
I had
the
used by a clinician, or the practice may simplychance.
be too busy to pay attention to equipment supplies in
every room.
Remember you are there to learn and build up
Personally, I would check my medical bag on your
a weekly
basis ensuring
hadare
themany
necessary
stationary,
competency,
butI so
others
as well.
spare batteries, BP cuffs etc to reduce the stress
I could
face
when
presented
withofa the
roomavailable
with no
Making
sure
you
make
the most
medical equipment.

opportunities means planning your needs early on

– not once you get thrown into the business of the
The stress of having no BP machine when patients
are building up certainly isn’t worth it.
rotation.

10) Locum agencies – keep an open mind and read the fine print
I was very lucky to find a small agency who offered me good support and great jobs when I started as
a Locum GP. However not all agencies are great, and some may for example offer you shifts that are
not in line with your expectations or take a commission if you end up taking up a salaried role in a
practice that they introduced you to. Some may not even support you when you are not being paid by
practice.
It is therefore vital for you to read the terms and conditions for an agency to ensure you understand
your rights and are aware of what you are signing up to. Agencies can be a great way to find work but
there can be disadvantages such as IR35 or not having direct contact with the practice manager.
Keep an open mind when looking at agency work and only accept work that you are comfortable with.

In Summary…
There are so many things to think about when working as a Locum GP and it is hard to condense it
into 10 recommendations. Use the information around you, speak to your colleagues and always be
clear of what your terms and conditions are. If you follow these steps hopefully you will find Locum
work as fulfilling as I did.
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We have a whole chapter dedicated to Locum General Practice and the
things to make sure you’ve thought of in our half day Post CCT Max Online
Course – watch a sample here.
As always wishing you all every success in your journeys.
themself). Personally visiting these clinics helped

GP Training CCT Max
Online Course

me understand the way in which clinics interact
with primary care, and I’m so glad I had the
chance.
Remember you are there to learn and build up
your competency, but so are many others as well.
Making sure you make the most of the available
opportunities means planning your needs early on
– not once you get thrown into the business of the
rotation.
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Salaried GP: 10 things to ask
yourself before starting

04

After completing GP training a large proportion of you will go on to having a Salaried GP job. Without
doubt there are many benefits to a role like this – continuity of care, employment rights, job security to
name a few. Unfortunately however many Salaried GPs do not understand their rights or contract
before accepting a role, which may lead to challenges further down the line.
In this blog I shall highlight my top 10 things to think about before accepting a role, ensuring you have
terms and conditions and a contract that works for you.
For a full and comprehensive review of all you need to know before working as an independent GP,
subscribe to our popular Post CCT Max Online Course.
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1) Is the practice a GMS, PMS or APMS contract holder?
Knowing which type of contract a practice holds is important to ascertain
which rights you are entitled to – for example a Salaried GP in a GMS (General Medical Services)
practice should not be offered conditions less favourable than the BMA salaried model contract. If a
non-GMS contract however it is important to either seek advice regarding your contract, or compare it
themself).
Personally
visiting
thesethe
clinics
helped
to the model contract and negotiate terms which
are either
better or at
least match
model
me understand the way in which clinics interact

contract.

with primary care, and I’m so glad I had the
chance.
It is also important to remember that there may
be less job security with non-GMS contracts –
especially with APMS practices – as their contract could be terminated at any point with minimal
Remember
youmuch
are there
notice- potentially leaving you without a job. GMS
is generally
safer. to learn and build up
your competency, but so are many others as well.
Making sure you make the most of the available

2) Has continuity of service been considered?
opportunities means planning your needs early on
– not once you get thrown into the business of the
For many newly qualified GPs there is no break between end of training and starting their first role as a
rotation.
GP. It is important that your years of service in the NHS are recognised – make sure that a ‘start date
of service’ is correctly noted in your contract. Advantages of having longer continuity of service
include benefit entitlements such as more sick pay over a longer period of time if required in the
future.

3) DDRB – is it mentioned?
DDRB refers to the Review Body for Doctors and Dentists remuneration – which advises the
government on rates of pay for Doctors and Dentists. The DDRB should ideally be mentioned in your
contract, thereby ensuring that you benefit from any increases in pay that the body recommends to the
government. The last thing you want is for negotiations to end up in a pay rise, but you miss out.

4) Is my Job plan agreed in writing?
All Salaried GPs should have a job plan in place before starting work at a practice. This ensures both
the Salaried GP and the practice are aware of each other’s expectations, as workload is agreed in
advance. Many things should be included in a job plan eg how many visits, how many patients you see
per session, types of appointments included in a session, on-call expectations, admin etc. Having your
plan in writing can prevent you from being overworked or experiencing burnout, and can be a good
basis for when reviews are needed. We cover key inclusions for a job plan in more detail in our
Post CCT Max Online Course.
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5) Do I have CPD time?
According to the BMA model contract a Salaried GP is entitled to protected
CPD (continuing professional development) time during their working week.
It is essential you have this discussion with your practice to ensure you can choose how and where
you wish to use your CPD time. If entitled to a certain time period of CPD you may wish to split it up
themself).
visiting
these
clinics helped
during the week eg have some time in between
clinics, or Personally
you may choose
to take
it altogether
– for
me understand
way in which
example having an afternoon off. This time could
be the perfectthe
opportunity
for youclinics
to keepinteract
up to date
with primary
care, and
sohave
gladthese
I had the
with appraisals or develop a new skill. Unfortunately
many Salaried
GPsI’m
don’t
conversations and end up having no CPD timechance.
at all – either due to them or their practices being
unaware of this entitlement. NB – in a non-GMS practice this would be something you would need to
Remember you are there to learn and build up
negotiate individually.
your competency, but so are many others as well.
Making sure you make the most of the available
opportunities means planning your needs early on

6) Working in large organisations ––not once you get thrown into the business of the
GP Training CCT Max
rotation.
what is expected of me?
If you accept a Salaried role in a large

Online Course

organisation, for example a Super-partnership or
federation, make sure you understand exactly
what is expected of you. Some at scale
organisations may state in their contract that
their Salaried GPs need to work across multiple
sites (practices) in order to fill in rota gaps, or
may need to cover multiple sites whilst on-call.
Whilst this may work well for the organisation, it
may not be a set up you are comfortable with as
you may not be familiar with how the other
practices work – or you simply may prefer
working at one site only. Alternatively, you may
see this as an exciting proposition for you as
you get a chance to network with other colleagues within your organisation, or even in the long run
develop a service once you’ve understood your organisation’s needs. Whatever your preference it is
important to understand what you are signing up for – please ask the question beforehand.
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7) Have I really negotiated?
Having worked in the NHS for a number of years we become accustomed to
having contracts handed to us and not thinking twice about what we would like in our jobs. For
non-medics it is natural to consider negotiation as part of any job offer and it is important that before
taking on a new GP role you think like this too. Don’t be afraid to negotiate what you feel are fair terms
for you, and a pay scale that will keep you motivated. Ultimately if you are unhappy with the contract it
is unlikely you will stay in the job for long – which doesn’t work for either party – so be clear of what
you want and be prepared to negotiate.

8) Pay – what does it truly mean?
Most practices will advertise pay based on a sessional rate, which you can then use to determine you
annual salary based on the number of sessions you work – for example if you are offered £9k per
session and work 4 sessions then your annual gross salary would be £36k. However, you need to
reflect on what this sessional rate includes. Some practices on the surface may seem to offer less
compared to others but may offer additional benefits alongside their pay package eg a larger study
budget or allowing you to keep any private work fees performed by yourself – another practice which
‘pays more’ may not offer these benefits. Hence look at the bigger picture and ask if there are any
other benefits alongside the pay which may influence your decision – don’t base your decision on pay
alone.

9) Am I planning for the future?
Whichever your chosen career path, try and plan your goals over the next five to ten years. It’s perfectly
ok to change your plan along the way, but without thinking at all about your future, you may end up
less motivated in your role – or even be more prone to burnout as you lose ambition. Think about what
you would like to achieve in your role. Perhaps you’d like to lead a service, improve how the practice
triages or maybe develop a new skill such as teaching with an aim to become a trainer in the practice?
An advantage of a salaried role is that you have the opportunity to develop personally, as well as
potentially contribute to practice development. Sharing plans and ambitions with the partners, so that
they think of you when new opportunities present is important to introduce choice and options. Be
proactive in your planning and you are likely to get much more from your role.
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10) Have I protected myself?
Having once been in a salaried role where I needed to seek help to protect
myself (whilst on the surface the role appeared to be straightforward and
simple), I would urge you to not take this question lightly. During this episode, I sought advice and
gained much needed help from the BMA and my LMC (Local Medical Committee). I would recommend
themself).
Personally
visiting service
these clinics
being part of the BMA as a Salaried GP as they
offer a free
contract checking
and canhelped
support
understand
way in which
clinicsthat
interact
you with a number of areas including support me
during
disciplinarythe
or grievance
procedures
you may
primaryiscare,
and I’m
glad Iyour
hadpractice
the
face as an employee. LMC support for you aswith
an individual
dependent
on so
whether
chance.
itself pays the LMC – if so then their fees cover
you as a Salaried GP, meaning you’re entitled to free
advice from the LMC. Organisations can help you in your time of need – making sure you understand
Remember
you
are there
to learn and build up
your protection routes before you need them is
important for
peace
of mind.
your competency, but so are many others as well.
Making sure you make the most of the available
opportunities means planning your needs early on
– not once you get thrown into the business of the

Finally…

rotation.

I hope these 10 questions help if you are considering a Salaried role. I thoroughly enjoyed my own time
as a Salaried GP but with hindsight wish I had understood some the above points before I started.
We elaborate on these points as well as many more in our Post CCT Max Online Course – you can
watch a sample video here.
As always wishing you every success!

Medical Exam Flash
Cards
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Do I need more Qualifications
after completing GP Training?

05

A common question posed by GP trainees is “do I need any more qualifications after my CCT to
increase my chances of getting a job?”. The short answer is ‘no’ and the long answer is ‘it may help’. I
shall explain the vague answer in more detail as this dichotomy can lead to confusion – hence the
regularity of which I’m asked this question.
For a comprehensive overview of all you need to know before starting work as an independent GP,
subscribe to our popular Post CCT Max Online Course.

Will extra qualifications increase my chances of getting a job?
This really is dependent on the job you are applying for. If a practice clearly states they are looking for
a GP “ideally with a specialist interest in Women’s Health”, then having the DRCOG or DFSRH is an
advantage. However, if you are comfortable with Women’s Health, it may be that the practice is simply
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looking for a GP to become a clinical lead without adding any extra services –
in which case the qualifications may not be necessary.
Similarly if you have a Minor Surgery qualification you may state at interview that you could help add
minor surgery to the list of services that the practice offers – however it may be that the practice
doesn’t have the space or facilities to run a Minor Surgery clinic – meaning that your qualification isn’t
even considered.
Ultimately it boils down to how you sell your skill set as extra qualifications can only increase your
chance of getting a job if it meets a practice’s needs.

Do I get paid more if I have extra qualifications?
There is nothing stated within contract negotiations that you are entitled to more pay if you have extra
qualifications. This will be down to you to negotiate. It may be that you could offer to run a specialist
service – for example a Dermatology clinic – for your practice or a group of practices in an
organisation. Once approved you could request that you are paid for setting up this service and
running the clinic in addition to your core clinical work. Alternatively, you may prefer to negotiate
having more admin time or CPD time to help you run this service – or for example to audit it regularly
and improve the quality of care provided. Pay is not directly related to your qualifications and it is up to
you to negotiate your pay based on your individual circumstances.

If I do wish to look at getting an extra qualification where do I start?
If an extra qualification appeals to you it is best to start with reflecting on your interests. Once you find
a field that you are passionate about, you can look for approved diplomas or masters programmes in
your area of interest. It could be that you are interested in teaching and so a Postgraduate Medical
Education Certificate may be of value, or you may be interested in leadership and so a qualification in
leadership could potentially benefit. Talk to your TPDs, your local RCGP Faculty or you local HEE leads
– often simply making the first move can open opportunities that you didn’t know existed.
Gaining qualifications in areas in which you are not interested in, ‘for the sake of getting an extra
qualification’, is unlikely to help you in the long run as your passion for it may dwindle, or your drive to
develop opportunities through it may lack. Always find an area that interests you and then research
your options.
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If unsure then think of the two Ps – at least one should be present –
Passion or Plan – and ideally both! If you have a passion for something
then you’re more likely to make it work and more likely to push through on
the days when you don’t feel like it. If there is no passion for the subject, at
least make sure you have a plan in place – for example where you intend to go with the qualification
when you have it and how you intend to use it to further your career. Without Passion or Plan it is less
Personally visiting these clinics helped
likely to culminate in something of value in thethemself).
future.
me understand the way in which clinics interact
with primary care, and I’m so glad I had the

I am not sure what I want to do next…
chance.
It is ok to feel like this, as many trainees aren’t sure what they are interested in when they first qualify
Remember you are there to learn and build up
– for most, simply getting to the end has been the target. Always keep your options open and keep an
your competency, but so are many others as well.
eye out for opportunities.
Making sure you make the most of the available
opportunities means planning your needs early on
For example, it may be that your area is offering a GP Fellowship for newly qualified GPs and this may
– not once you get thrown into the business of the
be a perfect way for you to learn a new skill without any additional costs to yourself. Regularly check
rotation.
your deanery and CCG websites to see what new schemes or roles are being introduced that may be
of interest to you.

Common choices post CCT
Diploma in Medical Education

GP Training CCT Max
Online Course

Diploma in Clinical Dermatology
MSc in Medical Leadership
Diploma in Geriatric Medicine
Diploma in Occupational Medicine
Diploma in ENT
DFSRH – Diploma of Faculty of
Sexual and Reproductive Health
(i.e. family planning)
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DRCOG- Diploma of the Royal College of Obstetrics and
Gynaecology
Minor Surgery course
Joint Injection courses
MRCP
Diploma of Child Health (DCH)

And finally…
It is worth pointing out that there is no need to take any further exams once you qualify – don’t feel
pressurised to do one just because your colleagues advise you to. Being a General Practitioner and
having MRCGP is a great achievement and a highly rated qualification in itself – you’ve worked hard
for it and it’s ok to be happy with this alone.
For a comprehensive overview of all you need to know before starting work as an independent GP,
subscribe to our popular Post CCT Max Online Course.
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What’s in My Doctor’s Bag?

06

Luckily when you are a GP trainee you don’t need to worry about doctor’s bags – all that you need
(except stethoscope) is provided by your Practice.
When you’re an independent GP however, the story is very different! Imagine running behind in clinic
and trying to find a tongue depressor in a Practice to examine a throat. Or not finding the right BP cuff
to take blood pressure.
My (Dr Pooja’s) doctor’s bag has bailed me out on numerous occasions when I have been running
behind and in this blog I will share the essentials I feel you need in your doctors bag.
Stethoscope
BP machine and a manual sphygmomanometer (ensure you have different cuff sizes)
Pulse oximeter – adult and child
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Thermometer and disposable ear pieces
Reflex tendon hammer
Ophthalmoscope and auroscope diagnostic set with associated disposables
Tape measure
Pen torch
Tongue depressors
Peak flow meter with disposable mouthpieces
Glucometer with associated lancets and strips
Alcohol wipes
Disposable gloves
Lubricating jelly
Specimen bottles eg urine, stool,
mucus

GP Training CCT Max
Online Course

Swabs
Urine pregnancy test
Urine testing strips
BNF and BNF for children if not
downloaded to phone
Stationery eg pen, paper
Spare batteries for equipment
Alcohol hand gel
Cotton wool, plasters, tape
Possibly phlebotomy equipment – ensure you can get a small portable sharps bin
You may find that buying a bag specifically sold as a ‘doctor’s bag’ may make your life easier as these
usually have various sections to store your equipment. I however was fine with a standard leather bag,
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having my own system of storing my equipment in relevant pockets. The
above are my personal basics, but feel free to add to this list depending on
your needs and skillset.
Often you’ll see offers available across social media for complete doctors bags – everything brand
new and ready to use – keep an eye out for these. Some companies eg locum agencies run
competitions for these as well from time to time – even if not near the end of training yet it may be
worth entering these as they come along!
Over time as a GP your bag can become part of your identity. I know GPs who have had the same bag
for the majority of their career – patched up and repaired in parts over the years. Having said this, I’ve
also seen GPs who carry their equipment around in a carrier bag! Either way is fine – it’s what inside
that counts!
We have much more about Post CCT life in our Post CCT Max Online Course – watch a sample here to
see how it can help get your GP career off to the best possible start.
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